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I hit rock bottom after gaining 50 pounds, losing a lucrative
job, and watching my marriage The thing is, nobody ever tells
you how to deal with extreme failure in life. that I started
to wake up from the fog and realize that I had to take back my
life. After I gave myself permission to feel and face the
pain, I now had to make .
7 Ways to Rebuild Your Life When You’ve Hit Rock Bottom
Well, very few things change you as much as hitting rock
bottom. Instead of feeling sorry for yourself, take the
negative stuff that's weighing you It's a chance for you to
come up with a new vision for your life and find a new network
of people to tap into. Any action you take will either fail or
succeed.
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“Rock bottom became the solid foundation on which I rebuilt my
life. You need to figure out what brings you down so you can
lift yourself up once again.

Feeling sorry for yourself is not going to help anybody
including you. I know I sometimes feel like rock bottom seems
to get attracted to me more than anyone It's a chance to come
up with a new vision for your life and find a new network of.

If you're feeling like you've finally hit the bottom, don't
pity yourself. Instead of feeling sorry for yourself, take the
negative sh*t that's weighing.
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Ofcourse,it'seasytosaythatresilienceisachoice,butwhatpreventsusfr
I created a blog to share my work with whoever felt drawn to
read it. I hit rock bottomand I hit it hard.
Noonecantellyouwhatkindoflifetoleadexceptyourself,andyouractionsd
one way I did this was by practicing self-compassion. The fact
is that you will not find a single success story, one that you
can admire and respect, that doesn't include life-changing
adversity.
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